
Interactive. Image-Rich. Insightful.

PUT MORE POWER
IN YOUR REPORTS.

Vue Report ing
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TAKE YOUR 
REPORTS TO A 
NEW LEVEL.
Quality and ef�ciency of reporting 
have emerged as major factors in 
the success of radiology practices. 
For today’s referring physicians, 
oncologists and other clinicians to 
send a growing number of patients 
your way, they’ll be looking at your 
reports for several key bene�ts.

Sure, they want fast turnaround 
times, but more important, these 
referrings want reports with 
greater clinical value and insight. 
Vue Reporting delivers both of 
these key advantages. It’s a tool 
that will help you position yourself 
as a radiologist of choice.

Clinical Insight Delivered.
“Text-only” reports will soon go the way of the dinosaurs – they simply can’t 
provide the insight and value that referring doctors need. Even in reports 
that include “structured �ndings” and current measurements, the physician 
must still �nd the prior report and manually compare the images.

No longer. With Vue, you can offer a seamless follow-up approach for 
oncology and other high-value modalities. With advanced clinical tools such 
as our PowerViewer or Lesion Management capabilities, your reports can 
offer referring physicians embedded key images for side-by-side comparison, 
modality measurements, exam dosage information, tumor trending 
information in charts and graphs, and quantitative data from advanced 
post-processing, such as vessel analysis.

Reports can also include hyperlinks to speci�c anatomical bookmarks or key 
measurements. The radiologist or referring physician can quickly access the 
pertinent information in PACS or through our referring-physician portal, 
Vue Motion. 

In short, you’re providing physicians with precisely the data they need at the 
point of care – leading them to regard you as an important colleague who 
provides valuable information. Increased referrals are bound to follow.

The Speed of Embedded Voice Recognition.
Like every imaging department, you’re under pressure to decrease your 
report turnaround times – because your referring doctors’ priorities are rapid 
diagnosis and the start of treatment. This challenge is magni�ed in multi-site 
or multi-system environments, where radiologists must master multiple 
interfaces and systems. 

Here’s the answer. Vue Reporting, with embedded voice recognition 
capability, can help cut your turnaround time to the bare minimum. It 
entirely eliminates the need for typing and entry of patient or clinical 
context. Exam data can be inserted directly into reports. This allows 
radiologists to quickly review and approve final reports, while adding 
clinical context for referring physicians.

How Easy Is This?
With user-de�ned templates and structured reports, a microphone is all 
you need:

1. Pick up the microphone and dictate.
• No keyboard needed – the cursor moves via spoken commands.
• No entry of patient or clinical context, measurements or dosage data  
 is required.
• It’s all automatically populated.
• As you mark key images or perform advanced post-processing, the  
 analyses or data are captured directly into the report.

2. Review and approve the report and sign off.
That’s it! The report is on its way to other clinicians – across town or around 
the world – allowing close consultation and collaboration. All recipients 
will be able to view the exam’s key images and hyperlinks in the report – a 
bene�t other vendors’ systems can’t provide. 

“Reporting is really crucial to 
us – it’s become a major driver 

for our business.”
Dr. Andrew Deutsch, President
Renaissance Imaging Medical Associates
Northridge, CA
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PATIENTS
Empowered and Included in the Process
• Reduces need for CDs or DVDs
• Secure access and management to own results
• Value added through innovative patient services

ADMINISTRATORS
Reduced Costs and Better Outcomes
• Elimination of third-party dictation system costs
• Quicker report turnaround, allowing better service to referring 
physicians   and clinicians
• Single system for ease of administration and training

RADIOLOGISTS
A Single Reading + Reporting Workspace
• Reporting from anyplace where images can be viewed
• Less work and errors with simple, structured reports
• Fast evaluation and quality reporting via access to priors with hyperlinks

IT
Simpli�ed Deployment in Single or Multi-site Environments
• No need for special drivers or third-party software
• Less integration
• Simpler deployment and upgrades

REFERRING PHYSICIANS
Clinically Rich Content with Smart Navigation
• Multimedia reports, including key images and charts
• Smart and intuitive hyperlink navigation
• Value-added communication with patients

“Voice Recognition has been a revelation. It was easy 
to implement and it adapted well to our voices. In 

one of our sites, Vue Reporting has brought reporting 
time down from a week to about three hours.”  

HSE – Midland Area, Ireland

CLINICAL KNOWLEDGE THROUGHOUT
THE ENTERPRISE. 
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In the contemporary Radiology Department, knowledge is everything. With Vue, 
you’ll know that the issues crucial to your success are being addressed. Vue ampli�es 
the clinical, business and IT value of radiology by:

• Offering greater value and insight as you generate clinically rich reports.

• Increasing patient engagement and satisfaction with an intuitive patient portal.

• Controlling costs and streamlining data �ow with modular components within the 
platform.

• Fostering clinical collaboration without boundaries.

Most important, Vue offers a single, �exible, con�gurable platform. It lets you make 
the right investment now – and build on that investment in the future. 
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A Community of Service and Support
 
For dependable service, look to our 
Customer Success Network. We work 
continuously to improve your imaging 
performance, help you to innovate as 
needs change, and make the most of your 
budget and resources. Carestream’s Customer Success 
Network surrounds you with a dynamic team of experts, 
with a Single Point of Entry for easy, customized 
access to the right people in every situation. You and 
your patients will bene�t from the expertise and best 
practices only Carestream can deliver – based on 
thousands of customer engagements worldwide and 
our 100-year heritage in medical-imaging innovation.

 




